Abstract-App repackaging is a common threat in the Android ecosystem. To face this threat, the literature now includes a large body of work proposing approaches for identifying repackaged apps. Unfortunately, although most research involves pairwise similarity comparison to distinguish repackaged apps from their "original" counterparts, no work has considered the threat to validity of not being able to discover the true original apps. We provide in this paper preliminary insights of an investigation into the Multi-Generation Repackaging Hypothesis: is the original in a repackaging process the outcome of a previous repackaging process? Leveraging the Androzoo dataset of over 5 million Android apps, we validate this hypothesis in the wild, calling upon the community to take this threat into account in new solutions for repackaged app detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
The process of assembling/disassembling Android app code and resource files into/from an installable package is accessible to all users and developers via public tools. This situation has made Android app packages vulnerable to repackaging attacks where malware writers and software pirates build on existing apps. Indeed, a simple way of constructing a malicious app consists in obtaining the code of an existing (preferably popular) app, injecting in it a malicious payload, and repackaging the whole into a new app that would be advertised as being equivalent to the original one [1] . Early studies on Android malware have thus shown that repackaging is common, with over 80% of some malware datasets being built through repackaging [2] .
The repackaging threat is exacerbated by the emergence of alternative markets performing limited sanity checks on the uploaded apps. Fortunately, state-of-the-art works have put a lot of effort in proposing new approaches for detecting repackaged apps. Existing techniques perform pairwise similarity comparisons [3] , [4] , build on unsupervised learning [5] and supervised learning [6] , leverage runtime monitoring [7] , or focus on symptoms identification [8] , [9] , [?] to detect repackaged apps. Recently, some researchers [10] have acknowledged the difficulty of identifying the original app from a given repackaging pair. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, no research work has considered the hypothesis that the true original app may not even be the one identified by pairwise similarity comparison.
The multi-generation repackaging (MGRep) hypothesis considers the possibility that an original app identified in a repackaging pair is actually a repackaged app from a prior repackaging generation. Fig. 1 illustrates a theoretical example of a multi-generation repackaging process involving three app cases. As time goes, apps get updated (e.g., v 1 is updated from v 0 ) with some versions being repackaged into new apps (e.g., from v 1 to v 2 and from v 2 to v 3 ). In this work, we define a MGRep as a continuous repackaging process where at least two generations (from v 1 to v 2 and then v 3 ) are involved. Our goal in this work is to check whether the MGRep hypothesis is validated or not. If the hypothesis of MGrep is validated, the state-of-theart on repackaged app detection should be re-evaluated. For instance, let us consider a supervised learning-based approach for differentiating repackaged apps from non-repackaged ones as an example. Given that app v 2 is simultaneously a repackaged app and an original app in a repackaging pair, its features constitute noise in training a classifier, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The same confusion may also arise when considering approaches based on other techniques such as pairwise similarity computation. II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN Fig. 3 illustrates the working process of our experiment, which is completed in four steps.
1) Clustering. The objective of the first step is to reduce the search space (i.e., the number of apps that must be considered for further analysis) in a simple and efficient manner. Thus, we regroup apps into families by considering app package names as features for clustering. The insight behinds this step is that apps in a same family are more probable to be repackaging each another. 2) Filtering. In the second step, we further reduce the number of apps to be analyzed by filtering out families which are least appealing for verifying the MGRep hypothesis. To that end, we consider the number of certificates used to signed apps in a family cluster. We do not consider a family if all of its apps signed by less than three certificates 1 . We consider the changes of apps sharing a same certificate as a self-updating process, and thus not relevant to repackaging. 3) Comparison. In this step, for each selected family, we perform pairwise similarity analysis for all its apps, attempting to compute the diff code between every possible pair of apps. The diff code will then be used in the next step for verifying our Multi-Generation Repackaging Hypothesis. Theoretically, given a selected family with n apps inside, we need to perform n 2 pairwise comparisons. Considering that the pairwise comparison is relatively expensive, we need to further filter out some pairs that are obviously irrelevant in the context of our experiments. Towards addressing this need, we drop such candidate pairs (let us denote a pair of apps as (v 1 → v 2 )) when 1) v 1 is created after v 2 . Indeed, it is impossible to repackage an app which does not yet exist. 2) v 1 is apparently more recognized as malicious than v 2 , i.e., more anti-virus products flag v 1 as malicious compared to v 2 . Indeed, we consider repackaging as a process of injecting extra (probably malicious) payload to further narrow down the number of candidate pairs. 4) Validation. Based on all the diff code we have obtained, our validation works as follows: Given two overlapping pairs of apps, say (v 1 ,v 2 ) and (v 2 , v 3 ), if the MultiGeneration Repackaging Hypothesis is valid for these pairs, the diff code of (v 1 , v 3 ) should constrain to Formula 1, where the diff code of (v 1 , v 3 ) should equal to the union of the diff code of (v 1 , v 2 ) and the diff code of (v 2 , v 3 ) (i.e., the so-called transitive law). More specially, we compute the diff code in the method level for changed, added and deleted methods. We consider the MGRep hypothesis is validated as long as Formula 2 (i.e., a more concrete version of Formula 1) is satisfied.
1 Three (3) is the minimal number of apps from different developers that can be involved in a Multi-Generation Repackaging process.
A. Prototype Implementation
Our experiments are carried out via a set of shell scripts calling upon an in-house Java program built on top of the Soot analysis framework [11] for implementing a reliable pairwise similarity comparison between apps [4] . This program performs at the level of the Jimple default intermediate representation (IR) in Soot. Jimple is a popular IR that has been recurrently adopted by many state-of-the-art static analysis approaches [12] , [13] , [14] .
III. RESULTS
Our clustering step has found in the Androzoo dataset of over 5 million apps, 372,120 families that contain at least three app versions (suggesting potential MGRep scenarios inside each family). The largest family, com.slideme.sam.manager, contains 20,712 apps. Due to time and resource constraints, it is expensive (and likely unnecessary) to analyze all families in our search for multi-generation repackaged apps, we select 31 families (from the top 500 families) that contain apps with at least three different certificates for further validating.
Among those selected families, we were able to identify two cases satisfying the constraint of Formula 2, demonstrating the existence of MGRep and the validation of our MGRep hypothesis. This validation will significantly impact on the state-of-the-art on repackaged app detection and related research directions. The community is thus called upon to react on this reality for better evaluating future approaches and for reflecting on the state-of-the-art.
Unfortunately, only 6.5% (two out of 31) selected families have revealed symptoms of MGRep, showing that MGRep is not a common phenomenon in Android apps. However, since the objective of this work is not to precisely detect all repackaged apps, but to focus on a sufficient number of reliable repackaging pairs that are likely to lead to the validation of the multi-generation repackaging hypothesis, we have applied a number of restrictions in this work to reduce the search space of our investigation. Such restrictions may have been too restrictive, failing to hit all the possible MGRep instances. Therefore, as our future work, we plan to revisit this hypothesis with a more systematized approach and a bigger dataset to pinpoint the severity of MGRep in the Android ecosystem.
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